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A panel of researchers from IITs has compiled a whitepaper to suggest ways to improve Biomedical Engineering education In India. It will be submitted to govt.
Why IIT panel wants doctors to teach in engineering colleges & engineers in medical colleges
A dynamic continuum exists from free-living environmental microbes to strict host-associated symbionts that are vertically inherited. However, knowledge of the forces that drive t ...
Transitions in symbiosis: evidence for environmental acquisition and social transmission within a clade of heritable symbionts
John Maynard Smith and Eörs Szathmáry published their influential book The Major Transitions in Evolution. The "transitions" that Maynard ...
The Major Transitions in Evolution Revisited
The objective of this study was to evaluate the presence of infection in venous ulcers after 12 weeks of treatment with autologous platelet-rich plasma (PRP) and determine global white blood cell ...
Blood Cell Count and the Presence or Absence of Infection in Venous Ulcers Treated With Platelet-Rich Plasma
SIR Model and HIV/AIDS in Khartoum. Open Access Library Journal, 8, 1-10. doi: 10.4236/oalib.1107334 . Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is caused by a virus known as human immunodeficiency ...
SIR Model and HIV/AIDS in Khartoum ()
From inside and outside of the electrifying years of their championship decade, here are five other Bulls Hall of Famers.
Get to know 5 Bulls Hall of Famers not named Michael Jordan
A grass commonly used to fight soil erosion has been genetically modified to successfully remove toxic chemicals left in the ground from munitions that are dangerous to human health, new research ...
GM grass cleanses soil of toxic pollutants left by military explosives, new study shows
For centuries, ecologists and evolutionary biologists have used images such as drawings, paintings and photographs to record and quantify the shapes and patterns of life. With the advent of digital ...
Computer Vision, Machine Learning, and the Promise of Phenomics in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Nicotinic acid/niacin is the most effective agent for raising HDL-C levels. It lowers triglycerides as effectively as fibrates do and is more reliable for lowering LDL-C. Niacin has several features ...
Which medications in the drug class Nicotinic Acid are used in the treatment of Polygenic Hypercholesterolemia?
date to at least the mid-1930s (Griner 1939), and numerous papers, reports, books, and management guidelines have been published on this aspect of sage-grouse biology since that time (reviews in ...
Greater Sage-Grouse: Ecology and Conservation of a Landscape Species and Its Habitats
The benefits of OECD membership are high. Among the studied benefits are increases in trade and foreign direct investment, improvements in education, and better results in governance.
What Can Brazil Expect From Joining The OECD
Gerald died peacefully on April 14, 2020, in Toronto. Gerry is survived by his loving and devoted wife of 65 years, Ida; children Sharon and Bruce, Sc’86 (Anita); and grandson Bryce. Gerry had a long ...
In memoriam: April 2021
Many news followers got caught looking the wrong way due to the announcement of the investment tax hike on Thursday. Following news will often get you whipsawed.
Sentiment Speaks: The Biden Tax Is Going To Crash The Market
Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos on Thursday issued his final letter to shareholders before turning the helm over to AWS CEO Andy Jassy. In the letter, Bezos said Amazon, a company famous for focusing ...
Jeff Bezos says Amazon needs to do a better job for employees in his final shareholder letter as CEO
Amazon cofounder and CEO Jeff Bezos. AP Photo Amazon CEO and cofounder Jeff Bezos is stepping down as chief executive later this year. Every year since Amazon went public, Bezos has written a ...
Read Jeff Bezos’ final letter to shareholders as Amazon CEO right here
The college was founded in 1770, though its first class didn't begin for nearly two decades. But once young men and later women matriculated the school, they certainly left their ...
College of Charleston's Top 15 grads: Some feed the mind, others the body, soul and spirit
The 9-year-old girls met in the schoolyard near their Berlin homes to say goodbye. Ilse Betty Grebenschikoff and Anne Maria Wahrenberg were best friends who leaned on one another during the early days ...
Woman thought friend was lost in Holocaust. Now, they Zoom.
Prince Philip, the irascible and tough-minded husband of Queen Elizabeth II who spent more than seven decades supporting his wife in a role that both defined and constricted his life, has died, ...
Philip, defined by role of husband to British queen, dies
I can’t believe these crazy sumbitches still go batshit to tailgate, watch a practice and then spend the night vomiting in the gutters Spring Game is next Saturday and hope springs eternal yet again.
NEBRASKA SPRING FOOTBALL PREVIEW: TEAM OVERVIEW
In 1996, the Packers took a USC offensive lineman with their first pick in the NFL draft. Today, Dr. John Michels works in a private practice.
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